Drawing and Animation
Introduction
Scratch is a visual programming language suitable for children and teens to create their own interactive stories,
games and animations. Projects can also be uploaded and shared with the Scratch community via the Scratch
website for others to enjoy.
This exercise walks you through creating an animated aquarium whilst adding interactive elements to bring an
element of surprise to the project.
Let’s get started by first loading Scratch. You can either install Scratch on your computer or load it via your web
browser by navigating to https://scratch.mit.edu/

Top Tip
Don’t forget to save your work regularly. It’s good
practice to get in the habit of saving any progress
you’ve made. So when you’re feeling great after solving
a coding problem, save it, save it, save it!
The save options may differ slightly between Scratch
versions but head on up to the File option in the top left
and you’ll find it.

Let’s get started

Step 1
Let’s first set the scene by creating a backdrop for our aquarium animation. Luckily Scratch provides us with a large
selection of graphics to choose as our background. To select and add a clip art image click on the Backdrops tab
and select the Add button as shown below.

This will bring up all the backgrounds that are available for use, luckily Scratch has a few underwater themed images
which are perfect for this exercise. Select one of them by double clicking on it.

This will automatically add it to our project and you should be seeing something similar to what’s below.

Step 2
Now that we have our underwater theme, we need to bring it to life with a few animated characters. Let’s start with
drawing a fish and making it move but first selecting the “Paint New Sprite” option.

This will allow you to draw our fish sprite in the editor on the right hand side.

Once drawn and coloured in our new sprite will appear in our working area on the left and from here we can drag it
into a position that’s more suitable. Once happy with the fish’s starting position, click on the Scripts tab and this will
allow us to start programing our sprite. Everything starts with a click of the green flag so the “When Green Flag
Clicked” should be selected and dragged into the work area as shown.

As this is going to be an animated scene they’ll be elements that move, so we need to specify each elements’
starting position. This is done by locating the “Go to X Y” block found in the Motion section. Drag this block into the
work area and enter the fish’s coordinates. Its coordinates are displayed in the bottom right corner of the work area
when you click on the fish sprite as shown below.

Now every time the green flag is clicked to start the animation sequence, the fish will always start its journey from
the same position. To get it moving first select the repeating loop and set it to repeat 100 times.

Within the loop drag in the “Move … Steps” block from the Motion section and set it to move 5 steps.

This will get our fish moving across the screen. After the loop has finished we need the fish to turn round and swim
back in the opposite direction. To do this we use the “Point in Direction” block and set it to -90 which translates to
LEFT.

Another loop of 5 steps can be added again to get the fish swimming back. Since we’re swimming left, we need to
now ensure that when the green flag is clicked the fish points right. Adding another “Point in Direction” block at the
very start and set the value to 90 will sort this. The blocks should now look something like this.

This is a good time to give our animation a test, the fish now swims to the right before turning round and swimming
back when the green flag is clicked.
Now if we wrap it all up in FOREVER loop as shown below, this will ensure the fish swims continually backwards
and forwards across the screen.

Now when we click on the green flag, the fish swims back and forth forever, or until the red stop button is clicked at
least.
Step 3

Let’s add another fish. Luckily we can copy all the work we’ve done on our first fish and this is done by right clicking
on the sprite and selecting Duplicate from the menu.

There is some tweaking to do however. The important one is to giving our second fish different starting coordinates
else it will just sit hidden from view behind our first fish. Drag the second fish to a suitable starting position, make a
note of its coordinates and add them to the “Go to XY” block.

To make our fish move slower than our first we need to reduce the number of steps in the Move block as shown
below. We can also amend the Repeat values as these will affect the fish’s behaviour too. Take time to amend the
Move and Repeat values to see how it affects things.

We can also change the appearance of our second fish too. Clicking on the Costumes tab will open up the drawing
editor and from here the colour of the fish can be changed.

Step 4
We can also add bubbles to our animation too. As before a new sprite is created by first clicking on “Paint New
Sprite” option and drawing a simple bubble in the drawing editor.

Let’s get the bubble rising and disappearing when it gets to the top of the screen, as if it’s reached the surface.

Press the green flag to see the result.
We can go ahead and add a bit of interactivity using what was learnt in the previous Buttons and Sound module. To
pop the bubble with the mouse pointer and play a popping sound is simply done by adding the following blocks.

Things to consider
If the bubbles are moving too fast for the user to click on and pop, how can they be slowed down? The answer lies
within the Move block. In the image above it is set to 7 steps, if this figure is reduced say to 5 steps then this will
slow the bubbles down.
Step 5
If students are very confident with drawing their own shapes and characters there is the option to import images and
Scratch comes with a huge selection of characters and objects to use. To import an image and create a new sprite
click on the “Choose Sprite from Library” option and this will allow the user to browse the clip art library. Locate the
crab and click on one of the images to select it.

Next select the Choose Costume from Library option to import the other crab costume, this time with his claws open.
This will get imported as an additional costume for our sprite. We should now have our new sprite with two
costumes: one with claws closed and the other with claws open.

Just like before we can head over to the Scripts section and program how we would like our crab to behave. For this
exercise our crab will jump from side to side whilst opening and closing his claws. This is down by adding in the
following blocks. Notice that the “Say … for … Secs” blocks have been added. By instructing our sprite to say
nothing for a couple of seconds, this allows us to add in a pause before the crab jumps back to its original position. If
we didn’t have this pause we wouldn’t be able to see the crab move and if you remove the pause and run our
program you’ll see the effect it has on our sprite.

Clicking on the green flag will show the whole animation in all its glory. Well done.

